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SUBJECT: Extensions at Ship’s Certificates due to COVID19 precaution measures 

Ref.: (a) The Legislative Act (A’75), Measures for the prevention of COVID-19 
pandemic and other urgent arrangements. 

(b) The Legislative Decree 187/1973 (A’261), Code of Public Maritime Law, as 
amended and is in force. 

(c) The Law 4676/2020 (A’ 67), Modernization of institutional framework for the 
sea domestic transportation and other arrangements. 

(d) The Presidential Decree 13/2018 (A’ 26), The Organization of Ministry of 
Maritime and Insular Policy, as amended and is in force. 

T E X T 
(Free Translation) 
 
1. We inform you that with Article sixty-six (66) of the above reference (a) we arrange issues concerning 

the extension of ships’ Certificates for the Greek flag vessels due to the implementation of measures 
for the prevention of the dissemination of COVID-19. Particularly, according to the requirements of the 
above Article: 
At vessels flying the Greek flag for which is not possible, within the determined intervals from the 
current legislation and due to the measures that have been imposed for the diminution of the 
dissemination of COVID-19, the performance of one or more of the required by the current legislation, 
for safety of navigation, safety against illegal acts, prevention of safety at sea and maritime labor, the 
performance of surveys and audits for the issuance, or validation, or the rectification of remarks for the 
maintenance of the validity one or more of the respective statutory Certificates and the related with 
them Certificates, attestations and Radio licenses, it is permitted to be extended both the time of the 
performance of the surveys and the expiry date of the above Certificates for not more than 3 months 
from their expiry date. The aforesaid extension is granted directly by the bureau that is issues the 
above Certificates, notifying accordingly the Hellenic Authorities. 
 

2. Particularly, for the requirements of the above article and taking into consideration the aforesaid 
references, it is clarified the followings: 

 
a) The said possibility of extension up to three (3) months concerns the surveys, examinations, 

endorsements and rectification of remarks, regarding the maintenance of validity of all statutory 
Certificates and the related with them Certificates, attestations and radio licenses, that are 
anticipated for the vessels flying the Greek flag, as well as the Management Companies of them, as 
per current legislation concerning the marine safety, safety against illegal acts, prevention of safety 
at sea and maritime labor. At the above cases are included also the Certificates of the vessels and 
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the Certificates related with them, attestations and licenses for which either it is not anticipated the 
possibility of extension, as per the current legislation (i.e. the Protocols of General Examination), or 
the anticipated for them maximum extension is less than three (3) months (i.e. for the Passenger 
Ship Safety Certificates issued according to Directive 2009/45/EU, as is in force). 
 

b) As determined time period for the performance of the surveys and audits, as per the above article, 
is meant the maximum imposed interval from the current legislation.  Indicatively, it is mentioned 
for the annual surveys that are required for the endorsement of some statutory Certificates for 
which it is provided the possibility to be held three (3) months before and three (3) months after 
the due date, with the provision of the said extension the above time period is adapted to  three (3) 
months before and till six (6) months after the due date. 
 

c) Into the determined time period as per the current legislation is included also the due date of the 
validity of the Certificates for each extension has already been granted, as per the provisions of the 
current legislation. In light of this, if it has been granted the extension of validity of one or more 
statutory Certificates, at vessels flying the Greek flag, as per the current legislation, before the 
issuance of the (a) reference, the anticipated extension as per the said Article will be granted, 
taking as date of commence the expiration date of the current extension of them. 
 

d) The extensions, as per the provisions of the above Article, can be granted by the Recognized 
Organizations, or by Local Port Facilities Directorate for the vessels flying the Greek flag that are 
inspected and certified by them, provided that they ensure and document that the non-
performance of the respective surveys, audits and certification is due to the implementation of 
precaution measures for the diminution of the dissemination of COVID-19, without prior consent of 
the competent Services of Merchant Ship’s Inspection General Directorate. At any case the above 
Commissions inform the Services of Merchant Ship’s Inspection General Directorate, via e-mail to 
the Regulations and Control of Organizations Directorate (dkeo.a@hcg.gr) for the extensions they 
grant, as per provisions of the above article. 
 

e) Wherever it is not anticipated by the current legislation the way of granting such extensions (i.e. via 
fill-in of the respective field at an existed Certificate), it will be issued proper Attestation in which it 
should be mentioned the above Article, as well as this Circular. 
 

f) At any case, it remains the exclusive responsibility, as per the current legislation, to the Owner or 
the Management Company and the Master of the vessel for the assurance of the compliance of the 
vessel with the applicable requirements of the legislation concerning the said Certificates, while are 
remaining in force the related provisions of the current legislation for administrative and other 
sanctions. 
 

g) The Unions / Bureau to whom this has been promulgated, are kindly requested to inform their 
members accordingly. 
 

h) The competent Services of Merchant Ship’s Inspection General Directorate will retain archive from 
the updates they receive from the above Organizations, for filing purpose, validation and possibility 
of use at the audits of the above Organizations. 
 

3. You are kindly requested for your information. 
 
                  

The Director of  
Merchant Ship’s Inspection General Directorate 

Rear Admiral (T) C.G.   ZIKAS Ioannis 
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